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Abstract

Given the global scale of COVID-19 and the
flood of social media content related to it,
how can we find informative discussions? We
present GAPFORMER, which effectively clas-
sifies content as informative or not. It reformu-
lates the problem as graph classification, draw-
ing on not only the tweet but connected web
pages and entities. We leverage a pre-trained
language model as well as the connections
between nodes to learn a pooled representa-
tion for each document network. We show it
outperforms several competitive baselines and
present ablation studies supporting the benefit
of the linked information. Code is available on
GitHub1.

1 Introduction

COVID-19 is a critical public health crisis, with
over 25 million cases and 840 thousand deaths
worldwide and counting (WHO, 2020). One im-
portant way to fight the pandemic is through un-
derstanding and leveraging the vast amount of in-
formation humans produce related to it on social
media. Success here can facilitate individual and
overall case detections, contact tracing, case pre-
dictions, effective information dissemination, and
more (Li et al., 2020; Qin et al., 2020). However,
the data is far too big - for example, hundreds of
millions of tweets (Qazi et al., 2020) - to extract
all the useful information by hand. There is also
a huge amount of useless and even outright false
information (Alam et al., 2020; Cui and Lee, 2020).
Therefore, algorithms that extract useful informa-
tion effectively are crucial.

WNUT-2020 Task 2 (Nguyen et al., 2020) is to
build such a system on a particular twitter dataset,
and predict which tweets are informative “about

1https://github.com/ComplexData-MILA/
gapformer

recovered, suspected, confirmed and death cases
as well as location or travel history of the cases.”
We present here GAPFORMER, which combines
multiple sources of information - the tweet, content
of linked web pages, and information about named
entities related to the tweet - to improve detection
of informative content.

Our experiments show GAPFORMER outper-
forms 7 baselines. It also performs best when in-
corporating all three types of data, showing the
efficacy of using the proposed graph structure. We
believe this method can also be applied in other
related settings, such as misinformation detection,
and have work in progress to investigate possible
extensions.

2 Background and Related Work

Before COVID-19, mining information from
tweets about disaster events has been considered
in several contexts. The CrisisNLP (Imran et al.,
2016) collection has twitter datasets from 19 crises,
including diseases Ebola and MERS. There are
also works analyzing particular events (Takahashi
et al., 2015; Kankanamge et al., 2020; Chen et al.,
2020) and methods (Kumar et al., 2011; To et al.,
2017; Singh et al., 2019; Aggarwal, 2019).

However, COVID-19 is unprecedented in its
global scale and impact. While there is also a
historic amount of research taking place to counter
it (Brainard, 2020), more is needed - there are still
lives to be saved. In addition, while people have
tackled related COVID-19 twitter data tasks (Bou-
los and Geraghty, 2020; Alam et al., 2020; Cui and
Lee, 2020), to our knowledge this particular task
formulation has not been thoroughly investigated
prior to this shared task competition.

With the success of transformer-based models
(Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2018), it is
natural to consider applying them here. BERTweet

https://github.com/ComplexData-MILA/gapformer
https://github.com/ComplexData-MILA/gapformer
https://github.com/ComplexData-MILA/gapformer
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(Dat Quoc Nguyen and Nguyen, 2020) and covid-
twitter-bert (Müller et al., 2020), BERT language
models fine-tuned on twitter data (and the latter on
tweets related to COVID-19 specifically), are par-
ticularly relevant. However, pure language models
struggle to consider additional contextual informa-
tion beyond the raw content of the tweet. As our
experiments show, this is an important limitation.

Because this limitation applies to many other
applications as well, a rapidly growing area of re-
search is embedding additional contextual knowl-
edge into language models, especially with the use
of graph structures (Rosset et al., 2020; Zhang,
2020; Cui et al., 2020). This is often done at the
language modelling level, such as how (Lu et al.,
2020) uses normalized mutual information to inject
global information into each layer of BERT. That
said, other work has focused on injecting knowl-
edge into an existing pre-trained language model.
In particular, Transformer-XH (Zhao et al.,
2020) proposes a way to leverage the network struc-
ture of documents alongside a pre-trained model
for a classification task. GAPFORMER builds on
this line of work by proposing a simple yet effec-
tive architecture which contextualizes each node
before pooling the graph into a single fixed embed-
ding.

3 Proposed Method

Symbols Definitions
G = {V, E} A graph and its vertex/edge sets

A Adjacency matrix of G
D Degree vector of V
LM Pre-trained language model
W,b Weight matrix, bias vector
t A tweet

At = {ai} Articles linked to by t
Et = {ej} Entities mentioned by t

Table 1: Symbols and Definitions

Our work presents GrAph Pooling Transformer
(GAPFORMER), which combines powerful seman-
tic representations from pretrained language mod-
els with structured information from graph neural
networks by incorporating additional context from
entities and web documents within each tweet. We
reformulate the task as graph classification, where
each instance is a single graph comprised of one
tweet as well as the extracted entities and docu-

ments.

3.1 Graph Construction

For each instance, we construct a graph G =
{V, E} with the documents and entities in each
tweet t as nodes and t itself as a supernode. We
describe the construction process below.

3.1.1 Node Selection

We extract each entity mentioned in a given tweet t,
and link them to their respective Wikipedia entries.
We then represent the entities with their associ-
ated Wikipedia documents. The full set of entities
extracted from t forms Et. We use the Python
packages FLAIR (Akbik et al., 2019) for named
entity recognition and BLINK (Wu et al., 2019) for
entity linking.

We also retrieve the content of any news arti-
cles linked to by the tweet, with the intuition that
tweets which cite their sources are more likely to
be informative, and that the content of said sources
is likely to provide a useful signal as well. We
use the newspaper3k Python package (Lucas
Ou-Yang, 2013) to retrieve the summaries for each
article, as full articles tend to be particularly long
and may contain superfluous information. This set
of articles forms At.

Finally, to form the vertex set, we take V =
At ∪ Et ∪ {t}.

3.1.2 Edge Selection

To begin, we draw an edge between t and each
node n ∈ V to embed twith additional information
(including t itself, forming a self-loop). To better
contextualize this information, we also draw edges
for pairs of entities, as the intent of an entity men-
tion may vary between different contexts. However,
we must also be wary of simply adding as many
connections as possible, which would decrease ef-
ficiency. We select which entity pairs to connect by
calculating the normalized pointwise mutual infor-
mation (NPMI) (Lu et al., 2020) between each pair.
Using NPMI as the selection criterion allows us
to connect nodes which frequently co-occur (men-
tioned in the same tweet) throughout the dataset,
suggesting a more meaningful relationship. Empir-
ically, we observed 0.15 to be a sensible threshold.
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For entities ei and ej :

pmi(ei, ej) =
p(ei, ej)

p(ei)p(ej)
(1)

npmi(ei, ej) =
pmi(ei, ej)

− log p(x, y)
(2)

The full algorithm for edge selection is de-
scribed in algorithm 1.

Data: Vertex set V = At ∪ Et ∪ {t}
Result: Edge set E

1 E = {};
2 for n in V do
3 add (n, t) to E
4 end
5 for ei in Et do
6 for ej in Et do
7 if npmi(ei, ej) > 0.15 then
8 add (ei, ej) to E
9 end

10 end
11 end

Algorithm 1: Edge selection algorithm

3.2 GAPFORMER

For each instance in the dataset, we construct a
graph G as described above. Each node ni ∈ G is
represented by a text document (either a tweet, en-
tity description, or article). We tokenize each node
and obtain word embeddings using a pre-trained
transformer language model. We pool the word
embeddings by selecting the embedding for the
[CLS] tokens from the final output layer, forming
the graph’s node embeddings.

After embedding each node with the pre-
trained language model, we apply k layers of
mean-pooling GraphSAGE convolutions (Hamil-
ton et al., 2017) to contextualize each node with
respect to their neighbors. We then aggregate the
graph to a single embedding using max pooling,
attention, or another pooling mechanism. Empir-
ically, we find max pooling to be most effective
on this dataset. Finally, we use a linear layer to
predict output logits.

The full algorithm is presented in algorithm 2.
The model is trained end-to-end using cross en-
tropy loss, and optimized with AdamW (Loshchilov
and Hutter, 2017). Full implementation details are
available in our GitHub repository.

Data: Vertices V; Adjacency matrix A;
Degree vector D

Result: Prediction logits ŷ
1 x = LM(V);
2 for i in 1..k do
3 h = D−1 ·Ax ;
4 x = σ (Wi · concat(x,h) + bi) ;
5 end
6 x = pooling(x) ;
7 ŷ = σ(W`x+ b)

Algorithm 2: GAPFORMER algorithm

4 Experiments

4.1 Data
The dataset provided for this task (Nguyen et al.,
2020) consists of ten thousand tweets, labeled “in-
formative” and “uninformative.” A default split
into train, validate, and test sets is also given, with
details shown in table 2.

Informative Uninformative Total
Train 3303 3697 7000

V alidate 472 528 1000
Test 944 1056 2000

Table 2: Dataset Information

Since we do not have access to the actual test
set for this task (it will only be published after
camera-ready deadline for this paper), we treat the
validation set provided as the test test in our re-
ported results. We also randomly split 1000 tweets
from the train set as the validation set used for
hyper-parameter tuning of the deep learning based
models, i.e. early stopping, to avoid corrupting the
actual validation set (our test set).

4.2 Baselines
We compare our model with several baselines:

• Naive Bayes (NB).

• Logistic Regression (LR).

• Support Vector Machine (SVM).

• GloVe + LSTM. This applies an LSTM to
word embeddings generated from the tweets
using 200-dimensional GloVe Twitter word
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014).

• Base BERT. This is the original BERT model
with a classification head. The entire model is
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fine-tuned during training. It is implemented
using Huggingface Transformers and trained
using Pytorch-Lightning. (Wolf et al., 2019;
Falcon, 2019).

• BERTweet (Dat Quoc Nguyen and Nguyen,
2020). This is a BERT model fine-tuned on
twitter data. Our implementation fine-tuned
the weights provided by the authors with train-
ing identical to Base BERT.

• COVID-Twitter-BERT (CTBERT) (Müller
et al., 2020). This is BERT but fine-tuned on
COVID-19 twitter data. It was also trained
identically to Base BERT.

The first 3 all use term frequency-inverse docu-
ment frequency (TF-IDF) as features and the de-
fault Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) imple-
mentation. The last 3 (BERT-based models), as
well as GAPFORMER, all use the AdamW opti-
mizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) with a linear
scheduler with warmup, set to learning rate 7e-6,
and are trained using an NVIDIA RTX8000 GPU.
For GAPFORMER, we find CTBERT to be the
most effective pre-trained language model, and use
it in all experiments. We train it for 8 epochs with
batch size 2 and accumulating 8 batches for gra-
dient calculations, because CTBert is too big to
fit a bigger batch in GPU memory. We also use
precision 16, max sequence length 128, .5 dropout
for the graph stage, and max pooling.

4.3 Results

F1 Precision Recall Accuracy
NB .743 .770 .718 .766
LR .791 .840 .748 .814

SVM .803 .858 .754 .825
LSTM .823 .830 .816 .834
BERT .894 .879 .909 .898

BERTweet .903 .862 .949 .904
CTBERT .913 .903 .924 .917

GAPFORMER .927 .915 .939 .930

Table 3: Results

As shown in table 3, GAPFORMER outperforms
the baselines in all categories except recall. The
strength in precision matches with our results in
the shared task competition (on the test set, rather
than the withheld validation set used above), where
we were #1 in that metric, as shown in table 4.

Metric Value Rank
Accuracy .903 10
Precision .920 1

Recall .871 23
F-1 .895 17

Table 4: Shared task competition results. 122 teams
total, of which 55 submitted results.

4.4 Effect of Articles and Entities

To examine the effectiveness of each component of
our graph, we conduct an ablation study. We com-
pare the full GAPFORMER using tweets, entities,
and articles linked in the tweet (including other
tweets if a URL points to them), denoted here T +
E + A, with tweets only (T), tweets plus entities
only (T + E), and tweets plus articles only (T + A)
Results are shown in table 5.

F1 Precision Recall Accuracy
T .899 .826 .985 .895

T + E .919 .891 .949 .921
T + A .917 .923 .911 .922

T + E + A .927 .915 .939 .930

Table 5: Ablation Results

From this table, we can see that using all three
information sources performs best in terms of over-
all accuracy and F1 score. Although just using
the tweet gives particularly high recall, the overall
performance is significantly worse than the oth-
ers, about 3% lower in accuracy and F1 compared
with using all three. This shows strongly that GAP-
FORMER is leveraging the articles and entities ef-
fectively to achieve better accuracy.

5 Conclusions

We presented GAPFORMER, which detects infor-
mative Covid-19 tweets, using a graph classifica-
tion system that leverages articles and entities. This
is done by first building graphs using normalized
pointwise mutual information to determine related
nodes, and then combining pre-trained language
models with GraphSAGE convolutions and a pool-
ing mechanism to classify them.

As shown in the experiments, this way of incor-
porating additional data is effective. It enables this
system to outperform all seven baselines tested.

In future work, we plan to extend and upgrade
this system in several ways:

• Enable broader input data, e.g. tweet replies
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and user information. This will include het-
erogeneous data rather than only text.

• Improve performance by collecting and using
more labeled data.

• Adapt it to other tasks. For example, we be-
lieve GAPFORMER can be used to effectively
detect Covid-19 misinformation.

We are also looking at real-world applications
of this tool. Since accuracy and other metrics are
already above 90%, we believe it can have practi-
cal value, especially with the improvements above.
We aim therefore to find direct ways to use GAP-
FORMER to help mitigate the Covid-19 pandemic.
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